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Abstract— The efficiency of the operating system of a computer depends on many contributing factors. The process
scheduling or task scheduling for processor or CPU is the main factor that mostly affects the efficiency of CPU. Many types
of scheduling algorithm is used for CPU scheduling. Each scheduling algorithm, allocates the processor to processes on the
basis of so me type of scheme to increase the efficiency of system. In this paper genetic algorithm is used at the places of
other scheduling algorithms to increase the efficiency of system. In genetic algorithm different types of encoding, crossover
and mutation operations are used. Firstly, we find out the minimum waiting time for any number of processes using genetic
algorithm than compare it to the waiting time of First Come First Serve and Shortest Job First scheduling algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Processor Scheduling Problems are a classical
combinatorial problem that is problems on the selections
and arrangements of elements of a finite set. These
problems fall under the category of NP-co mp lete [2]
problems . A set of finite elements is called Search
Space. Various types of algorithms are used for
scheduling the processor. With the help of these
scheduling algorith ms we find the optimal result. Using
these algorith ms waiting time, burst time etc. is
calculated. A mong
these First-Co me First-Served
(FCFS)
Scheduling,
Shortest-Job-First
(SJF)
Scheduling, Priority Scheduling, Round Robin (RR)
Scheduling, Multilevel Queue Scheduling are of much
importance and are widely used for scheduling of jobs
in a processor. Evolutionary algorith ms (EA‟ s) are
population-based optimization algorith ms that uses
biology-inspired mechanis ms and terms like encoding,
mutation, crossover, natural selection, and survival of
the fittest in order to refine a set of solution candidates
iteratively [BAC97, BAC96]. Genetic algorith m is one
of the most used techniques of evolutionary algorithm.
In genetic algorith m d ifferent type of population,
operators like selection, crossover, mutation and
reproduction are used. These operators are the very
basic elements of genetic algorith m.
This paper is an effo rt to develop a simp le general
algorith m (genetic algorith m based) for obtaining
optimal or near optimal schedules for Single Processor
Scheduling Problems with minimu m co mputation effort
even for large sized problems and co mparing the
minimu m average wait ing time using different
scheduling algorith ms (like FCFS, SJF and scheduling
using genetic algorith m

2. OPTIMIZATION WITH GENETIC
APPROACH
John Holland first proposed genetic algorithms in the
1960s. The genetic algorithm is a search algorithm
based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural
genetics [6]. As summarized by To massini [5], the main
idea is that, in order for a population of indiv iduals to
adapt to some environ ment, it should behave like a
natural system. Using Tomassini’s terms [5], genetic
algorith ms (GA ‟ s) consider an optimization problem as
the environment where feasible solutions are the
individuals living in that environment.
A.
BASICS OF OPTIMIZATION
In the field of mathematics and co mputer science,
optimization
(alternatively,
optimization
or
mathematical programming) is the selection of a best
element (with regard to some criteria) fro m some set of
available alternatives. Th is means solving problems in
which one want to minimize or maximize a real valued
function by systematically choosing the values of real or
integer variab les fro m within a possible set. Using a
scalar or real-valued objective function is the simp lest
example . It means to find the best available values of
some objective function given a well-defined domain,
including a variety of different types of objective
functions and different types of domains.
An optimization problem can be shown in the following
way:
Given: a function f: A
R fro m some set A of some
elements to the real numbers.
Sought: an element x0 in A such that f(x0 ) ≤ f(x) fo r all x
in A (" minimizat ion") or such that f(x0 ) ≥ f(x) for all x in
A (" maximization").
This type of representation is called an optimization
problem o r a mathemat ical programming problem.
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Many real-wo rld and theoretical based problems can be
solved in this type of framework. Prob lems formulated
using this technique in the fields of management and
computer vision may refer to the technique as cost
minimizat ion and profit maximizat ion. In cost
minimizat ion, minimized cost of a product or function is
calculated. On the other hand, maximized p rofit is
calculated in profit maximization.
INTR ODUCTION TO GE NETIC ALGORITHM S
A genetic algorith m (GA ) is a search technique used
in co mputing to find exact o r appro ximate solutions
to optimizat ion and search problems [3]. GA is
described as a heuristic method which is based on
the survival of the fittes t. It is a particular class of
evolutionary algorith m (EA). Genetic algorith m uses
its basic term fro m bio logy science like mutat ion,
genes, chromosomes etc. GA is used to search the
search space for the best solution like min imu m or
maximu m. It is discovered as a useful tool fo r search
and optimizat ion
B.

CPU Scheduling algorithms and its types

CPU scheduling is used for mult iprogramming
operating system. In mu ltip rogramming operating
system, more than one process is loaded into the
memo ry for processing. Each process shares the
same memo ry and same processor for processing.
Here only single processor is taken into
consideration. Sharing of CPU and processor is
based on different types of scheduling algorith ms.
Some of these algorith ms are fo llo wing :a.

First-Come First-Served Scheduling(FCFS)
Processes are executed on the basis of their
arriving.

b.

Shortest-Job-First Scheduling(SJF)
Processes are executed on the basis of their
execution time.

c.

Priority Scheduling
Processes are executed on the basis of some
type of given priority.

d.

Round Robin Scheduling
Processes are executed on the basis of t ime
quantum fixed by operating system.

A Simple Genetic Algorithm
An algorith m is a process of step by step for solving a
given problem. A genetic algorith m is a problem solving
method that uses genetics as its model of problem
solving. It’s a search technique to find nearby solutions
to optimization and search problems [7]. In GA, a
population of given solutions is used. W ith the help of
chromosome, each solution is represented. First of all,
all possible solutions are coded into the chromosomes.

Then a set of reproduction operators are used.
Reproduction operators are imp lanted directly on the
chromosomes, and are used to perform mutations .
Appropriate representation and reproduction operators
are really something determinant, as the behaviour of
the GA is extremely dependant on it [1].
Selection is done by applying a fitness function. Each
chromosome has a related value corresponding to the
fitness of the solution it represents . The fitness value
describes how good the candidate solution is. The
optimal solution is the one, which describes the
maximize value of the fitness function. Once the
reproduction and the fitness function have been
appropriately defined, a Genetic Algorith m is evolved
according to the same basic structure. It begins by
generating an initial population of chromosomes. The
gene pool should be as large as possible so that it can
take all solutions of the search space. Some best
chromosomes are copied into new off springs and the
applied different operators. It is called Elitis m. The
basic cycle of genetic algorithms is shown in Figure 1.
It shows that the genotypes are used in the reproduction
operations whereas the values of the objective functions
Fi are computed on basis of the phenotypes in the
problem space X which are obtained via the genotypephenotype mapping “gpm”.
The basic genetic algorith m is as follows:
• [start]: Genetic random population of n chromosomes
(suitable solutions for the problem).
• [Fitness]: Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each
chromosome x in the population.
• [New population]: Create a new population by
repeating following steps until the new population is
complete,
• [selection]: select two parent chromosomes fro m a
population according to their fitness (the better fitness,
bigger are the chances to get selected).
• [crossover]: Along with a crossover probability, cross
over the parents to form new offspring (ch ild ren). If
crossover was not performed, offspring is the same copy
of parents.
• [Mutation]: With a mutation probability, mutate new
offspring at each locus (position in chro mosome)
• [Accepting]: Place new offspring in the new
population.
• [Replace]: Use newly generated population for a
further sum of the algorith m.
• [Test]: If the end conditions are satisfied, stop and
return with the best solution in current population.
• [Loop]: Go to step2 for fitness evaluation.
This algorith m is stopped when the population meets
towards the optimal solution.
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maximization. It can be said as a search procedure
inspired by principles fro m natural selection and
genetics [4]. The operat ion of the genetic algorith m is
very simp le. It starts with a population of random
individuals. The best individuals survive, mate, and
create new offspring, orig inating a new population of
individuals. This process is repeated a number of t imes,
and it leads to better and better individuals.

4. GA RELATING OUR PROBLEM
DOMAIN
The steps of applying GA relating our problem are
following:1. Choosing an Encoding scheme.
2. Choosing Fitness function.
3. Choosing Operators.
4. Choosing Parameters.
5. Choosing an Initializat ion method and Stopping
criteria.

Figure1: Basic Cycle of Genetic Algorithm

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this part, all d iscussion is about the problem. In
scheduling of single processor system, each process is
processed by the processor. There are a nu mber of
processes which are in waiting queue. Each process is
processed completely t ill all processes are processed by
the processor. Only a single process is processed by the
processor and other processes are in waiting queue.
Scheduling of processes follo ws following rules in
single processor system:Processor has to process each and every job,
without leaving any process unprocessed.
After a process is executed comp letely,
processor is allocated to next process. Each
process should be processed only once.
No pre-empt ion is permitted means
processor can’t shift between processes
before complet ion of currently executing
process.
The waiting time for all those processes
which are in wait ing queue should be
minimu m.
Here the d iscussion is all about simp le processor
scheduling algorith ms like FCFS, SJF and algorithm
which are used in genetic environment. Problem is how
came to know about the better scheduling algorith m. It
can be found with the help of comparison of scheduling
algorith ms. As already talked about previously, genetic
algorith m is one of the best optimizat ion techniques that
can be used to solve the problems of function

A. Encoding Schemes
Genetic algorith m’s applicat ion starts with encoding.
There are many types of encoding schemes which are
used in genetic algorith m. Various types of encoding
schemes are:
1. Binary encoding
2. Permutation encoding
3. Value/Real encoding
4. Tree encoding
5. Octal encoding &
6. Hexadecimal encoding.
Value encoding is required for our p roblem.
Real/Value encoding
Every chro mosome describes a string of values and the
values can be anything related to the problem. This
encoding makes best results for some special p roblems.
Direct value encoding can be used in some comp licated
value problems, such as real nu mbers. Use of b inary
encoding for this type of problems would be very
difficult.
Figure 2: Value encodi ng [9]
Some examp les of encoded chromosomes relating
Chromosome A

1.2324 5.3243 0.4556 2.3293 2.4545

Chromosome B

ABDJEIFJDHDIERJFDLDFLFEGT

Chromosome C

(back), (back), (right), (forward), (left)

to our problem are shown below:
[1 7 3 2 4 5 6 10 9 8]
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[12 10 8 11 6 4 3 2 5 1 7 9]
After this fitness function is selected.

B. Fitness function
The next step is to specify a function that can assign
a score to any possible solution. The score is a
numerical value that shows how well a part icular
solution solves the problem. The score describes the
fitness of the individual solution .The task of the GA
is to discover solutions that have higher fitness
values among the set of all possible solutions. For a
solution (Chro mosome), the fitness function must
return a single nu merical value, which is proportional
to the “fitness” of that solution. Our aim is to find
individual having min imu m average wait ing time.
So, the fitness function of a Solution Si is given by
Fitness (Si) =
Where wj shows the waiting time of the process j.
n is the total no. of processes.
C. OPERATORS
Once the encoding and the fitness function are defined,
the imp lement or has to choose selection and genetic
operators to evolve to new solutions to the problem
being solved. The selection operator simulates “Survival
of the fittest”. There are many way to imp lement this
type of operator.
Selection
Selection is a process in which two parents are selected
fro m population for crossing. This selection is done on
the basis of their evaluation function and two
chromosomes are selected. Selection has to be balanced
in respect to variation form crossover and mutation. Too
strong selection signifies sub optimal h ighly fit
individuals will take over the population, and it reduces
the diversity needed for change and progress, too weak
selection will result in too slow evolution. The Figure 3
shows the basic selection process.

Figure 3: Selection [7]
Roulette wheel selection
Various selection methods are used. Roulette wheel
selection method is used here. The princip le of roulette
wheel selection is a linear search through a roulette
wheel with the slots in the wheel weighted in proportion
to the individual’s fitness values. A target value is set,
which is a random proportion of the sum of the finesses
in the population. The population is stepped through
until the target value is reached. The expected value of
an individual is that fitness divided by the actual fitness
of the population. A slice of the roulette wheel is
assigned to each individual, the size of the slice being
proportional to the individual’s fitness. Here N is the
number of indiv iduals in the population so the wheel is
spun N times. On each spin, the individual under the
wheel’s marker is selected to be parents for the next
generation.
This method is imp lemented as follows:
1. Total expected value of the indiv iduals in the
population is summed. Let it be T.
2. Repeat N times:
A random integer ‘r’ between o and T is
Chosen.
Loop through the indiv iduals in the
population, summing the expected values,
until the sum is greater than or equal to ‘r’
the individual whose expected value puts the
sum over this limit is the one selected.
Roulette wheel selection is easier to implement but is
noisy. The rate of evolution depends on the variance of
fitness is in the population.
Crossover
Crossover is the process of choosing two parent
chromosomes and producing fro m them a nu mber of off
spring is [7].
Crossover is a recombination operator that works in
three steps:
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i. The reproduction operator selects at random a pair of
two individual strings for the mating/crossover.
ii. A cross site or cross point is selected at random along
the string length.
iii. Finally, the position values are swapped between the
two strings following the cross site.
Ordered crossover
Ordered t wo-point crossover is applied when the
problem is based on order, for examp le in U-shaped
assembly line balancing [7]. Two rando m crossover
points are selected for partitioning fro m t wo parent
chromosomes and divided into a left, middle and right
portion. The ordered two-point crossover is done in the
following way : left and right part of the first child is
same to the parent 1. Only middle part is opposite to
parent 1. The same process is repeated for child 2 with
parent 2[7].

Figure 4: Ordered crossover
Mutation
The benefit of mutation is to recover the lost genetic
materials as well as for randomly distributing genetic
informat ion. Mutation of a bit is done by flipping of bit,
changing 0 to 1 and vice -versa. There are a number of
mutation schemes such as:
Flipping
Interchanging
Reversing
Unifo rm mutation &
Non-uniform mutation .
Fli ppi ng
Flipping of a b it is done by changing 0 to 1 and 1 to 0
based on a mutation chromosome generated. The Figure
5 belo w exp lains mutation-flipping concept.

Figure 5: Mutation Flipping [7]
Interchanging
Two rando m positions of the string are picked and the
bits corresponding to those positions are interchanged.
This is shown below in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Mutation Interchanging [7]
Reversing
A random position is p icked and the bits next to that
position are reversed and child chro mosome is
produced. This is shown below in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Reversing [7]
For our problem, interchanging is used.
D. Para meters
On the basis encoding, a fitness function, and operators ,
the GA is ready to enter in execution. But before doing
that, the user has to specify a number of parameters such
as population size, no. of processes etc. The population
diversity is maintained is maintaining by operator
probabilit ies.
The probability of cros sover operation is more than to
mutation operation. Crossover operation has a
probability of 100% whereas mutation operation
mutation is done after every five consecutive algorithm
runs [4].
E. Initialization method & stopping criteria
The genetic algorith m is generally initialized with a
population of random indiv iduals. After in itializat ion,
each individual is measured according to the user’s
specified fitness function. Thereafter, the GA simu lates
evolution on the artificial population of solutions using
operators that imitate the survival-of-the-fittest and
principles of natural genetics such as recombination and
mutation [4].
A number of criterions can be used for this purpose.For
our problem, stopping criteria used is no. of iterations
and initialization method is random generation of
population.

5. RESULT
Three algorith m of CPU scheduling are used. FCFS and
SJF are normal processor scheduling algorith ms.
Genetic algorith m is also used which is a part of EA.
GA starts with the random selection of population fro m
search space. After this encoding of input population is
used. Select ion technique and crossover is performed
after encoding. Mutation operation is executed after
every five iterations and repeated for required no. of
iteration.
The below bar graph shown the result of three
algorith ms which are FCFS, SJF and GA in the term of
average waiti ng ti me. The result wh ich came fro m GA
is very near to the result of SJF and so mewhere is less
good than to SJF.
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